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ABSTRACT

The speech mode of processing is a special
mode of information processing in the sense
that the cue-trading relationship of multiple
cues signifying one phonemic contrast is most
effective in the speech mode but not in the sense:
that cue—trading does not exist at non—linguistic
levels.

INTPODUCI‘ICN

Fitch, Halwes, Erickson and Liberman[8] claimed
that virtually every phonetic contrast is cued
by several distinct acoustic properties of
speech signal and within limits set bv the
relative perceptual weights and by the ranges
of effectiveness of these cues, a change in the
setting of one cue can be offset by an opposed
change in the setting of another cue so as to
maintain phonetic percept. This thencmenon of
of perception is generally known as phonetic
cue-trading relation. Using the results of new
works by Bailey, Sunmerfield and Dorman [l] ,
Best, Morrongiello and Robson [2] and Pepp [12] ,
Repp [13] argues that the cue-trading relation
operates only in the phonemic mode of perception
but not in the auditory mode of perception. Ch
the basis of this point, he claims that speech
perception is a special mode of perception
different from the mode of perceiving non—speech
sounds. >
Best et al. [2] investigated the cue —trading
relation between silence gap and F1 onset
frequency for the "say"/"Stay" continuum as their
test stimuli. They found that the cue-trading
relation was evident only in the group which
was instructed to treat the sinewave analogues
as speech sounds but not in the group which
was told that the stimuli were non-speech
computer sounds. However, their findings provoke
further questions about the nature of cue-trading
and its relevance to the nature of speech
perception. All their test stimuli were
confined to the word level. Thus it is necessary
to ascertain how the cue-trading relation as a
phenomenon behaves at now-linguistic and
linguistic levels other than words i.e. sentence,
syllable, phonetic and auditory levels, so that
the finding may shed more light on the
controversy of "speech specificity". The present
study was conducted in order to answer the.

following research questions:
(i) albng the five linguistic levels mentioned

above, do individuals' (both normal hearing
and hearing impaired) cue—trading relations
at one linguistic level differ from those
of the other levels, with initial voicing
contrast as an example?

(ii) if the cue—trading relations differ from one
level to another, what is the interlinguistic
level pattern of cue-trading?

(iii) how do the answers to the above questions
fit into the present controversy of 599C131
v. non-special mode of speech perception?

METHOD

Selection of Segments and Creation of Linguistic

levels

The stop consonant type selected for initial
voicing contrast was alveolar because alveolar

Stops have the most confined range of initial F2
and F3 freouencies (see [7] :123). The vowel
/a/ was chosen for the syllable level continuum.

The diphthom /ai/ (forming the words "dve"/"tie")
was chosen for the word level continuum. The
same /dai/-/tai/ continuum was chosen for the
sentence level as well. In order to create the
sentence level processing, the individual steps
of the /dai/—/tai/ continuum were placed at the
end of. PL carrier sentences. The phonetic and
auditory level stimuli were the sinewave analofiues
of the syllable level /da/—/ta/ ten VUI‘ steps.

Syllable Level Stimuli

Using the 12 parameter serial analogue speah
synthesiser designed by Clark [3] and [4] ' Step
one of the syllable level continuum, one with
0 var i.e. the good /da/ of the /da/—/ta/
continuum, was created first. The freouehCV values
of the three formant patterns of the good /da/
were set after the averaged measurements of the
five /da/ spectrogram of five general to broad
Australian male native speakers of English. The
duration was 300 msec. The fundamental fremlenCV
was constant at 125 Hz over the first 85 msec and
fell linearly to 90 Hz. The initial formant .
transitions were stemlise linear and 45 msec. 1h
duration. Fl rose from 285 to 770 Hz, F2 fell
from 1540 to 1233 HZ and F3 fell from 3019 to

2520 Hz. The duration of the svnthesis time
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frame was 5 msec i.e. the synthesis data was up-

dated at every 5 msec. Then the V01‘ continuum

for the retaining nine 5-msec steps was created

by replacing the periodic voiced (V) excitation

with noise'and simultaneously increasing the band—

width of F1 transition to its maximum and hence
virtually eliminating the existence of F1 transi—

tion .1 The first /da/-/ta/ continuum created in
such a way produced a good/da/ on one end and a

good /ta/ on the other. The amplitude levels of

the noise and vomel portions (though different in
actual measurements) in this continuum were given

the noninal OdB each. Therefore the first /da/—
/ta/ continuum can be described as bearing the
ncminal amplitude pattern of OdB A (aspiration
noise) and OdB V (vowel portion). Eight more

(dB/‘/ta/ Continuawere created by increasing and
decreasing both the OdB A and OdB
V anplitudes by 6dB as described below.

A amplitude V amplitude
+6dB orthogcnally +6dB

OdB combined OdB
-6dB —6dB

The formulation of these syllable level continua
was almost the replica of Repp {11] .Through such an
marlgeflent it was expected that the stimuli with

the M53 and V=-6dB pattern would produce more

(t/ reSpouses and those with A=-6dB and

V=+6dB would produce more /d/ responses. For
{low hearing listeners, an increase or decrease

m,a"Plitu<ie' by 6dB is appropriate to make the
§t1mulus noticeably louder and fainter respect—

1"811“ Every step from each continuum served
as one stimulus. ()1 the test tape all the ten

vor Steps of the nine continua (i.e. 9o stimlli)
here rahdmfised four times with an interstimulus

interval Of 3.5 msec and these four sets of
1(allldanisation served as four blocks of test

Stimuli for the syllable level.

Phonetic and Auditory level Stimuli

The phonetic and auditory level stimuli were the
same four blocks of 90 stimuli each from the
Wllable level. The only difference was that the
Phonetic and auditory level stimuli were the $1119"
wave analogues of the syllable level stimuli.

Word Level Stimuli

The word level stimuli were in principle the same

as the fOU-l' blocks of 90 stimuli each from the

%“able Level. The difference was that the word

lave]: Stimuli were from the nine /dai/-/tai/

emu-“‘13 instead of the nine/da/—/ta/ continua of

the? syllable level. with the exception of 'the

Initial transition duration, the durations and

frequency Values of the formant trajectories in

the/dai‘tai/ continua were set after the corresp-

mdlng averaged values of the five /dai/ spec—

trograns 0f five (general to broad) Australian

male natiVe Speakers of English. As With the

m /da/ stimulus at the syllable level, the
ation of the initial formant transitions was

"Sec long in the good /dai/ stimulus. Such _
arrangement was necessary in order to maintain

the uniformity of var steps along the» the different

linguistic levelS. It was the duration of the
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initial formant transitions which was progressively
replaced by noise in order to create VOI‘ steps
in this experiment.

sentence level Stimu‘ li'

The sentence level stimuli were the same four

blocks of the word level /dai/-/tai/ ("dye"-"tie"

as mrds) stimuli. In order to create the sentence

level processing for the subjects, the "dye"-"tie"

test stimuli were presented in the context of the

sentences whose semantic, syntactic, vocabulary

and phonetic variations were controlled. Every

carrier sentence consisted of seven syllables in—

cluding the stimulus word at the end. On the sen—

tence level test tape, the 90 sentences used were

synthesised according to the synthesis by rule

system of Australian English by Clark [5] and [6].

The average amplitude of the carrier sentences

was maintained 'at the same value of the nominal

OdB of the V amplitude in the stimulus word.

Fourteen spectrograms of the seven basic sentences

(each carrying a good "dye" and a Good "tie")

spoken by Professor Clark were used as norms

in synthesising the sentences.‘

Subjects

' 11 male and 15 female normal hearing listen.—

Eggs: 7 male and 2female (sensorineurally) impala”, -

ed listeners took part in the listening tests. .

Thev were all native speakers of Australian English

and—naive listeners of synthesised speech, between

20 and 40 years of age;

Test Procedure

The listening test was conducted in the acousti—

cally treated speech perception laboratory of the

Macquarie Speech, Hearing and Language Research

Centre (SHLRC) . All the listeners wore the _

Telephonics TDH 49F audicmetric headphones With

circumaural seals and each listener sat at a test

booth. The test tapes were played on a Revox B77

MKII stereo tape recorder. The output level of

the tape was controlled by an HR professional

power amplifier TPA 25—D with calibration control

banel and level meter attached. The tape output

level was adjusted in such a way that the

amplitude of the loudest sound on the tapewas

approximately 80dB SP . The stimuli With the

best /d/ and the best /t/ (1.6 the A=-—6dB/

V=+6dB and A=+6/V=-6 amplitude patterns respect—

ivelv) were used in the anchoring procedure

for all the levels. At the sentence level the

anchoring was conducted with the original seven

basic carrier sentences. For the anchoring

at the auditory level the subjects were told to

treat one sound (the best/da/ analogue) as

sound one and the other (the best I/ta/ analogue)

as sound two. At the phonetic level, the subjects

were told that the sounds were whistled imitations

of the /da/ and /ta/ speech sounds. There was

a time lapse of at least two weeks between the tests

' t levels. .

13:32-15:23: lower levels the task of the subjects

was to identify every stimulus (sound one v. sound

two, whistled /da/ v. whistled /ta/, /da/ v.
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/ta/ speech sounds, and."dye" v. "tie" reSpect-
ively) and tick their decisims on the sheets
provided. At the sentence level the task of the
subjects was to write down the whole sentence
as they heard it.

Page

mo) OF ANALYSIS

The /d/ (sound one) respcnses were counted at every
level. The initial data cmsisted of ten /d/
responses (at the ten VOI‘ steps) for each of the
nine continua at every level. Since the role of
the+6dBAandValrp1itudesastradedcues along
the five linguistic levels was more important
than the role of the var duration, the data were
reorganised for every subject in two frameworks
i.e. the framework of the role of A and V
amplitude levels and thefrarrework of categoricality
distance. The following formula was used to
reorganise the data for the first franewdrk:

gjd/ (or sound one) at each continuum

nulrber of trials for each stimulus (4)

If the cue-trading relation was operating as could
be expected frun the data of previous works '
(e.g. lbpp 1979, Pisoni 1977, Miller et a1. 1976
etc.) , the continua with the A=-6dB/V=+6dB
should attract more /d/ (sound ale) responses
and those with A=+~6dB/V=-6d’B should attract less
/d/ responses. For the second framework, the
framework of categoricality distance, the follow—
ing formula of data reorganisation was followed.

4 - E/d/ of the first five steps +2/d/ of the last
five steps

total number of V01" steps (10)

If the responses were strictly categorical,
the nunber of /d/ (sound one) responses for each
of the first five steps mold be 100% i.e. 4 and
that for each of the last five steps would be 0.
If the cuetrading is operating, the responses can
beexpectedtobeless categoricalwhenthev
amplitude Meases and the A amplitude increases.
The strength of the first fralrework of data
organisatim lies in the cmparism of the roles
of A and V amplitude levels. The stre‘lgul of
the latter lies in the interlinguistic level can-parison of the roles of A and V amplitudes. Thereason for this is that the variations in the
formerwerenottdedtoanyfixedvaluecanmntoall thelevelswhereas thoseinthelatter weretied to the idealised categoricality of responses.

The analysis of variance with planned contrastswas ccnducted. The caltrasts was planned to
ascertain th§ interlevel camarisms (a. lower twolevels v. Upper three, b. auditory v. phmeticlevels, c. syllable level v. mo Upper levels andd. word v. sentence levels).
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SUMMARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN

In the first analysis the nonnal hearing (NH) and
hearing impaired (HI) group difference was sign-
ificant at algha level=.025 (1,33 F.025=5.52

8.57). In the second analysis the NH and HI
group difference was significant at alpha level
=0.5 (1,33 F.05=4.l4 4.88).
In the first analysis, over the grand total of 37
subjects, none of the four contrasts ("a" to "6")
was significant. However, interlevel contrast was
not the strength of the first analysis. In the
second analysis over the grand total of 37 sub-
jects, contrast "b" was not significant but "a",
"C" and "d" mre (all at alpha level=.025).
This implies that there was no difference in'cue-
trading relation between auditory and phaletlc
levels while the cue-trading relations across the
upper three levels were different. The pooledmeans of the A and v amplitude effects for the NH
group across the five levels in both the analyses
are sumnarised in figure 1. In the y graphs 0f
the second analysis, the higher the means move
away from the zero line the less categorical are
the identificaticns. In additicn, in the Y grafhs
of the second analysis, the steeper the mbmke“lines moves diagonally up from left to right. themore effective is the cue—trading along the V
factor and the reverse (left to right downward)
is the case with the broken line for the A faCtor'
In the x graphs of the first analysis, the furfiler
the means move away frantle bar of value 5 (up or
down) the stranger is the cue-trading while the
steepness of the unbroken and broken lines re-
presents the effect of v and A respectivelY- I“both the analyses, frcm the syllable level awardr
the higher the level, the more linear is the V
factor and less linear and more gladratic is the
A factor. This suggests that the Va factor
exerted a stronger influence than the A factor
at the hig‘her linguistic levels. In the overall
analysis it seems that there was no ale-trading
relationship at the two lowest levels. However:
there was some evidence of cue-trading at the t“)
lowest levels in the HN male group though theextent of such lower level non-linguistic 918' ttrading is rather insignificant With,“at the linguistic levels. See 2 graphs in figure

(INCLUSICN

The results of the experiment indicate that frcm
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the syllable level onward, the higher the:
linguistic level the strcnger the ale-trading
and the less categorical were the identificatlms
forboththeNHandHI listeners. Therewas a
certain degree of cue-trading at the auditory and
ptmetic levels though it is not as strong as that
at the linguistic levels. The speech node of per-
ception is special and speech specific in _
filesensethatcue-tradinginthespeechmdeis
significantly stronger than that in the non— '
speech mode, but not in the sense that cue-trading
does not exist in the non-speech mode of pro-
cessing. *
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/ta/ speech sounds, and."dye" v. "tie" reSpect-
ively) and tick their decisims on the sheets
provided. At the sentence level the task of the
subjects was to write down the whole sentence
as they heard it.

Page

mo) OF ANALYSIS

The /d/ (sound one) respcnses were counted at every
level. The initial data cmsisted of ten /d/
responses (at the ten VOI‘ steps) for each of the
nine continua at every level. Since the role of
the+6dBAandValrp1itudesastradedcues along
the five linguistic levels was more important
than the role of the var duration, the data were
reorganised for every subject in two frameworks
i.e. the framework of the role of A and V
amplitude levels and thefrarrework of categoricality
distance. The following formula was used to
reorganise the data for the first franewdrk:

gjd/ (or sound one) at each continuum

nulrber of trials for each stimulus (4)

If the cue-trading relation was operating as could
be expected frun the data of previous works '
(e.g. lbpp 1979, Pisoni 1977, Miller et a1. 1976
etc.) , the continua with the A=-6dB/V=+6dB
should attract more /d/ (sound ale) responses
and those with A=+~6dB/V=-6d’B should attract less
/d/ responses. For the second framework, the
framework of categoricality distance, the follow—
ing formula of data reorganisation was followed.

4 - E/d/ of the first five steps +2/d/ of the last
five steps

total number of V01" steps (10)

If the responses were strictly categorical,
the nunber of /d/ (sound one) responses for each
of the first five steps mold be 100% i.e. 4 and
that for each of the last five steps would be 0.
If the cuetrading is operating, the responses can
beexpectedtobeless categoricalwhenthev
amplitude Meases and the A amplitude increases.
The strength of the first fralrework of data
organisatim lies in the cmparism of the roles
of A and V amplitude levels. The stre‘lgul of
the latter lies in the interlinguistic level can-parison of the roles of A and V amplitudes. Thereason for this is that the variations in the
formerwerenottdedtoanyfixedvaluecanmntoall thelevelswhereas thoseinthelatter weretied to the idealised categoricality of responses.

The analysis of variance with planned contrastswas ccnducted. The caltrasts was planned to
ascertain th§ interlevel camarisms (a. lower twolevels v. Upper three, b. auditory v. phmeticlevels, c. syllable level v. mo Upper levels andd. word v. sentence levels).
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SUMMARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSICN

In the first analysis the nonnal hearing (NH) and
hearing impaired (HI) group difference was sign-
ificant at algha level=.025 (1,33 F.025=5.52

8.57). In the second analysis the NH and HI
group difference was significant at alpha level
=0.5 (1,33 F.05=4.l4 4.88).
In the first analysis, over the grand total of 37
subjects, none of the four contrasts ("a" to "6")
was significant. However, interlevel contrast was
not the strength of the first analysis. In the
second analysis over the grand total of 37 sub-
jects, contrast "b" was not significant but "a",
"C" and "d" mre (all at alpha level=.025).
This implies that there was no difference in'cue-
trading relation between auditory and phaletlc
levels while the cue-trading relations across the
upper three levels were different. The pooledmeans of the A and v amplitude effects for the NH
group across the five levels in both the analyses
are sumnarised in figure 1. In the y graphs 0f
the second analysis, the higher the means move
away from the zero line the less categorical are
the identificaticns. In additicn, in the Y grafhs
of the second analysis, the steeper the mbmke“lines moves diagonally up from left to right. themore effective is the cue—trading along the V
factor and the reverse (left to right downward)
is the case with the broken line for the A faCtor'
In the x graphs of the first analysis, the furfiler
the means move away frantle bar of value 5 (up or
down) the stranger is the cue-trading while the
steepness of the unbroken and broken lines re-
presents the effect of v and A respectivelY- I“both the analyses, frcm the syllable level awardr
the higher the level, the more linear is the V
factor and less linear and more gladratic is the
A factor. This suggests that the Va factor
exerted a stronger influence than the A factor
at the hig‘her linguistic levels. In the overall
analysis it seems that there was no ale-trading
relationship at the two lowest levels. However:
there was some evidence of cue-trading at the t“)
lowest levels in the HN male group though theextent of such lower level non-linguistic 918' ttrading is rather insignificant With,“at the linguistic levels. See 2 graphs in figure

(INCLUSICN

The results of the experiment indicate that frcm
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the syllable level onward, the higher the:
linguistic level the strcnger the ale-trading
and the less categorical were the identificatlms
forboththeNHandHI listeners. Therewas a
certain degree of cue-trading at the auditory and
ptmetic levels though it is not as strong as that
at the linguistic levels. The speech node of per-
ception is special and speech specific in _
filesensethatcue-tradinginthespeechmdeis
significantly stronger than that in the non— '
speech mode, but not in the sense that cue-trading
does not exist in the non-speech mode of pro-
cessing. *
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